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were carried out on this substance. In all cases 
the products were found to be oc-amino, [3-naphthol 
and 5-aminotetrazole. 
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Relationships Between some Dissociation 
Constants 

IN these Laboratories the fungistatic properties of 
ethylenic and acetylenic compounds have been 
studied recently1 • Our results indicated that bio
logical activity was connected with the presence of 
substituents that attract electrons strongly, and led us 
to 'a consideration of the dissociation constants of com

which donate protons (that is, acids as defined 
in the broadest sense), since these constants form a 
basis for a comparison of the affinity for electrons of 
radicals and groups. During the course of this work, 
relationships were found between certain dissociation 
constants, which constants are conveniently ex
pressed as t:J.F ( = - RT .logJ{)2 for the reaction 
RH -+ R- + H+ taking place in dilute aqueous solu
tion at 25° C. Although the relationships summarized 
below are of general application, space here does not 
permit them to be illustrated by long lists of examples, 
and so, as far as possible, only the values of t:J.F 
(calories) for the seven acids, H,PO, (I) + 2,900; 
H 2PO,- (II) + 9,800; HPO,-- (III) + 16,900; 
H 2S0 3 (IV)+ 2,400 3 ; HSO,- (V) + 9,800 •; HSO,
(VI) + 2,300 and HOCl (VII) + IO,l004 • 5 , have 
been used in this discussion 

(I) The values of t:J.F for the two reactions 

/OH /OH 
X ---+ X, + H+ 

"'-oH 'o-
and 

+ 
differ by 7 kgm. cal. Compare (I) and (II) ; (II) 
and (III); and (IV) and (V). 

(2) The addition of a doubly bonded oxygen atom 
to the atom attached to a dissociating hydroxyl 
group decreases the value of t:J.F by 7 kgm. cal. ; for 
example, (V) and (VI). One of the two effects (1) 
and (2) in reverse should cancel out the other, and 
indeed (IV) and (VI) do agree within the limits of 
the experimental error. 

(3) In the reaction - Y -H-+- Y-:- + H+, the 
combination of an additional proton with Y or the 
reph:i.cement of an atom directly attache? to Y by 
another higher in atomic number by one unit decreases 
AF by 14 kgm. cal.; compare (III) and (VI). The 
difference, I4 kgm. cal., is so large that accurate 
measurement of both dissociation constants is usually 
difficult. However, the effect (3) can be reduced by 

combining it with (I) or (2), and the difficulty the_n 
disappears. The dissociation constant of a hydroxylw 
acid should, in fact, be unaltered if the atom attached 
to the hydroxyl · group is moved back one place in 
the periodic table (t:J.F changed by kgm. cal.), 
and either: (a) two oxygen atoms are linked to the 
replacing atom by semi-polar double bonds ( + 2 x 7) 
as in (V) and (VII); or (b) one oxygen atom (+7) 
is attached and an extra proton is put on this oxygen 
atom (+7) (examples are the pairs (I) and (IV) and 
(II) and (V) ) ; or (c) two protons are added to oxygen 
atoms already attached to the replacing atom 
( +2 x 7); (I) and (VI). 

(4) In the reaction -Y-H -+ -Y-+H+, the 
replacement of Y by an atom one higher in atomic 
number apparently decreases AF by 2I kgm. cal., 
at any rate when Y is carbon or nitrogen. This 
difference between the t:J.F values is so large that it 
cannot be measured directly. However, t:J.F for 
AOH -+ AO- + H+ is greater than t:J.F for, 
ANH 3 + -+ ANH2 + H+. A comparison can be 
made with more than twenty different groupings for 
A, and the difference in the t:J.F values is always 
close to 7 kgm. cal. This figure may be regarded 
as the net result of an increase in t:J.F of 2 x I4 kgm. 
cal. due to the removal of two protons (effect 3) 
and a decrease of 21 kgm. cal. for the replacement 
of nitrogen by oxygen. This fourth effect. is interest
ing because it suggests a means by whwh t:J.F for 
carbon-hydrogen links can be estimated. For the 
dissociation of nitric acid, t:J.F seems to be roughly 
-1,000 cal. •. From this by calculation for effects 
(3) and (4), t:J.F for nitromethane should be + I3,000 
cal. The estimation of t:J.F for nitromethane from 
that of nitramide ( +9,000 cal.) leads to a figure 
of + I6,000 cal. The experimental value of t:J.F is 
+ I5,000 cal. The effect on the dissociation constants 
of pyridinium· ions produced by substituents can 
now be used to throw light on problems of sub
stitution in benzene derivatives. 

This and other matters arising out of the discovery 
of these relationships will be discussed when a fuller 
account of this work is prepared for publication 
elsewhere. 
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Nature of the Tryptophanase Complex 
IN a previous communication1 we described the 

preparation of a cell-free extract of tryptophanase 
from Esch. coli and its resolution into a coenzyme 
fraction and an apoenzyme. 

The effect of various inhibitors was studied, as 
summarized below, and afforded information as to 
possible components of the enzyme complex. 

Mepacrine. The inhibitory effect of mepacrine on the growth ,and 
trvptophanase activity of Each. coli has already announced by 
Dawson, and this inhibition is antagonized by nbofiaviu. 
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